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ABSTRACT Offshore aquaculture fish farming faces labor shortage, safety, productivity and high operating
cost issues. Unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) are being deployed to mitigate these issues. One of
their applications is the fish net-pen visual inspection. This paper aims to develop and simulate with
high-fidelity several trajectory tracking control schemes for a UUV to visually inspect a fish net-pen
in a standard task scenario in offshore aquaculture under 0.0m/s, 0.5m/s and 0.9m/s underwater
current disturbances. Three controllers, namely 1) Proportional-Derivative control with restoring force
& moment compensation (Compensated-PD), 2) Proportional-Integral-Derivative control with restoring
force & moment compensation (Compensated-PID), and 3) computed torque (or) inverse dynamics control
(CTC/IDC) were conducted on a 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoF) BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration dealing with
12 error states (pose and twist). A standard task scenario for the controllers was formulated based on the
Blue Endeavour project of the New Zealand King Salmon company located 5 kilometres due north of Cape
Lambert, in northern Marlborough. This simulated experimental study gathered and applied many available
and physically quantifiable parameters of the fish farm and a UUV called BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration.
Results show that while utilizing the minimum thrust, CTC/IDC outperforms Compensated-PID and
Compensated-PD in overall trajectory tracking under different underwater current disturbances. Numerical
results measured with root-mean-square-error (RMSE), mean-absolute-error (MAE) and root-sum-squared
(RSS) are reported for comparison, and simulation results in the form of histograms, bar charts, plots,
and video recordings are provided. Future work will explore into advanced controllers, with a specific
emphasis on energy-optimal control schemes, accompanied by comprehensive stability and robustness
analyses applied to linear and nonlinear UUV models.

INDEX TERMS Trajectory tracking control, compensated-PD, compensated-PID, CTC/IDC, underwater
current disturbance, offshore aquaculture, fish net-pen visual inspection, robot operating system (ROS),
gazebo physics engine.

I. INTRODUCTION
Aquaculture attracts protein-source food production for
the growing population. In Southeast Asia and Asia with
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the majority of the global population, inland water-based
aquaculture has been reported to have existed since the end
of the 20th century and for thousands of years in China and
spread to the rest of the world [1], [2]. However, aquaculture
in inland and nearshore or coastal areas faces constraints of
limited land space, farm expansion, environmental impact
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on the local ecosystem and conflicting coastal users [3].
Therefore, offshore aquaculture or open ocean farming was
introduced as a sustainable way of producing protein source
to match the ever-increasing demand. Moreover, it provides
natural water exposure to the fish with a cooler temperature.
On the other hand, temperature instability & abnormality,
coastal warming and climate change have to be considered
based on the local oceanographic conditions and the type of
breeding species [4]. For instance, due to warm water from
coral sea, a recent event of losing up to 42% of mortality of
biomass in sea farms was reported by the New Zealand King
Salmon Company, the world’s largest producer of farmed
King (also known as Chinook) salmon and highlighted
the role of offshore aquaculture or open ocean farming to
minimize such events [5].

Along with its benefits, offshore aquaculture also has its
own challenges in deploying manpower offshore, ensuring
the safety of the workforce and the site infrastructure and
high operating costs. Among the operational requirements
of offshore aquaculture, one routine-based mundane but
operationally challenging process for an operator is the
fish net-pen visual inspection. It covers the inspection of
fish net-pen shape, netting, mooring system and biofouling,
and it could be extended for a thorough inspection due to
the incidents & environmental conditions(e.g., storm and
icing) and specific operation (e.g., harvesting and de-lousing
treatment). The visual inspection also serves as a part of
preventive maintenance to identify biofouling which causes
net occlusion, and structural fatigue (e.g., mooring failure
and holes) of fish net-pen and reduces water flow resulting
in a low oxygen level harmful to the health of fish [6], [7],
[8]. Fish net-pen holes were reported to cause the 76% of
fish (salmon and rainbow trout) escape [9], [10]. Moreover,
the more distant from the shore the aquaculture farm is, the
more severe and ferocious the environmental disturbances
and conditions are to intensify those factors mentioned
above.

Conventionally, a trained diver conducts routine manual
visual inspection which is time-consuming and costly. It also
requires special equipment & training and implementation
of safety protocols and the availability of the offshore
workforce. An effective way to handle these challenges is
the use of UUVs which can perform fish net-pen inspection
tasks with a high degree of autonomy and efficiency [8],
[11], [12], [13]. Furthermore, they can be manufactured at
a large scale as required for the expansion of the aquaculture
industry once standardized and equipped with the required
operational tools. Note: The terms Unmanned Underwater
Vehicle (UUV), Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV)
and Remotely Operated Underwater Vehicle (ROV) are used
interchangeably in this paper.

A ROV inspection on fish net-pen using a Doppler Velocity
Log (DVL) as a relative localization tool with respect to
fish net-pen geometry was reported [8]. The approximation
of ROV’s pose was used to keep the ROV camera face

towards fish net-pen and the line-of-sight (LOS) guidance law
was utilized to maneuver the ROV along the circumference
of fish net-pen to inspect only in the horizontal plane.
Another DVL-based autonomous mission control system
on Argus Mini ROV using finite state machine (FSM) to
handle inspection-maintenance-repair (IMR) operation in
aquaculture was addressed [14]. Results from the simulation
framework FhSim and the experimental field tests were
reported. UUV localization with a laser vision system (LVS)/
laser camera triangulation for fish net-pen inspection was
presented [15], [16]. A vision-based positioning scheme
(visual servoing) for fish net-pen inspection using a Blueye
Pro ROV was reported with simulation and experimental
results [13]. Another vision-based approach using the Hip-
poCampus µAUV, integrated with the Intel RealSense D435i
RGB-D camera to adapt the global inspection path to the local
path planner which changes according to the shape-shifting
nature of fish net-pen was presented [17]. Image processing
techniques to detect fish net-pen holes by post-processing
the recorded video from a ROV with annotation of spatial
and temporal data were proposed [18]. The unconventional
use of the omnidirectional surface vehicle (OSV) which has
the onboard damage detection algorithm and a mechanism
to adjust the depth of the underwater camera to live-stream
fish net-pen condition was described [19]. To obtain clear
images for fish net-pen inspection, a supervised learning
controller in which the current image from BlueROV2 was
fed into a convolutional neural network (CNN) to generate a
proper trajectory of the ROV was reported [20]. In HEKTOR
(Heterogeneous Autonomous Robotic System in Viticulture
and Mariculture), a collective intelligence from a light
autonomous aerial robot (LAAR), a ROV and an autonomous
surface vehicle (ASV) to perform fish net-pen inspection was
proposed [21].

The literature mentioned above focuses on the issues of
localization, and image processing techniques to identify
holes and defects in fish net-pen. Some commonly found con-
trol strategies for UUV are proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) control, sliding mode control (SMC) [22], [23], model
predictive control (MPC) [24], [25] and mixed approach
of control strategies [26]. Among them, PID controllers
are one of the highly applicable controllers for automation
and robotics in both academia and industries [27]. Due
to the simplicity in design & implementation and less
computational load for a small UUV, they are often imple-
mented as the baseline comparison with other controllers
or modified as required [28], [29], [30], [31]. For instance,
a comparison between the PID controller and the soft actor-
critic (SAC)–deep reinforcement learning– based controller
was reported [32]. To tackle the UUV’s model nonlinearity,
parameter uncertainty and external disturbance, a neural-
network-based auto-tune PID controller was reported [33],
[34]. For better disturbance rejection, a model-free hybrid
controller with intelligent-PID and PD feedforward was
proposed [35].
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Generally, common findings in existing literature can be
identified as follows.

• Majority of reported UUVs are in slender body (like
a torpedo) whose hydrodynamic properties are opti-
mized/minimized.

• Many UUVs are relatively heavy and thus, less prone
to environmental disturbances (e.g., underwater current)
due to their large inertia.

• Most UUVs have low maneuverability resulting from
lower DoF (e.g. 3,4 or 5 DoF) under control (e.g.,
controlling pose and yaw angle only).

• Majority of tracking controllers are simulated without
consideration of underwater current disturbances.

• Mostly operational environments are unconstrained.
However, production processes including fish net-pen visual
inspection by a UUV in offshore aquaculture are conducted
close to the infrastructure (e.g., fish net-pen) in a constrained
environment (e.g., mooring system and structural complexity
of each fish net-pen design) with environmental disturbances
(e.g., varying underwater currents, spatial and temporal
changes) [36]. Therefore, most existing UUV systems (e.g.,
slender body AUVs and UUVs with low maneuverability)
and simplified tracking scenarios (e.g., pose and yaw only)
cannot meet the process’s demands well. To address this
problem, in this paper, a standard task scenario of an offshore
aquaculture fish net-pen visual inspection for which a
highlymaneuverable 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoF) BlueROV2
Heavy Configuration with eight thrusters performs a tra-
jectory tracking control is set up first [37]. Note: a 5 DoF
BlueROV2 versionwas utilized by others for general purpose,
but it is not suitable to conduct simulation studies on the
formulated task scenario [38], [39], [40]. After that, three
controllers namely, (1) Proportional-Derivative control with
restoring force &moment compensation (Compensated-PD),
(2) Proportional-Integral-Derivative control with restoring
force & moment compensation (Compensated-PID), and (3)
computed torque (or) inverse dynamics control (CTC/IDC)
are developed to conduct experimental simulation study
on the formulated standard task scenario. The first two
controllers account for restoring force & moment resulting
from the offset between the centers of gravity and buoyancy
in addition to the PD and PID controllers [41]. CTC/IDC
controller, also known as feedback linearization controller,
compensates nonlinearity of the UUV’s model and by
choosing PID as the feedback control input, the tracking error
converges to zero asymptotically [42]. Compensated-PD and
Compensated-PID from the existing Robot Operating Sys-
tem (ROS) project called ‘‘Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
Simulator’’ are implemented on BlueROV2 Heavy Config-
uration [43], [44]. CTC/IDC was additionally contributed to
compare the tracking performance. The original repository
includes ROS packages in which some underwater gazebo
scenes, a few types of UUVs, trajectory generators and
existing controllers are provided.

In summary, the main contributions of the work reported
in this paper can be described as follows:

• High-fidelity simulation studies in which a highly
maneuverable UUV with 6 DoF (BlueROV2 Heavy
Configurationwith eight thrusters) conducts fish net-pen
visual inspection with Compensated-PD, Compensated-
PID and CTC/IDC, minimizing 12 error states (pose and
twist) under 0.0m/s, 0.5m/s and 0.9m/s underwater
current disturbances.

• The UUV’s 6-DoF dynamics model and 3-D model
of the fish farm established from publicly available
information and physically quantifiable parameters of
a lightweight BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration (square
shape UUV) and the fish farm project specifications.

• Formulation of a standard task scenario for the
UUV-based fish net-pen visual inspection in a con-
strained operational environment in a typical offshore
fish farm.

• The ROS packages modified and rectified to be compat-
ible with BlueROV2Heavy Configuration and the actual
fish farm specifications (e.g., diameter and depth of the
fish net-pen).

• Validation of the performances of the proposed UUV’s
trajectory tracking schemes with various metrics such as
root-mean-square-error (RMSE), mean-absolute-error
(MAE) and root-sum-squared (RSS) along with detailed
histograms, plots and simulation video recordings.

• Time & cost saving of the actual deployment of UUVs
for their performances being pre-validated with high-
fidelity simulation.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. The description of the UUV system is covered by
Section II. The UUV’s dynamic model is described in
Section III. The formulation of a visual inspection task
scenario based on the New Zealand King Salmon company’s
fish farm specifications and its constraints on BlueROV2
Heavy Configuration is presented in Section IV. The
trajectory tracking control schemes based on Compensated-
PD, Compensated-PID and CTC/IDC are presented in
Section V, and the experimental simulation study with
detailed simulation parameters is presented in Section VI.
The simulation results are discussed in Section VII. Finally,
the contribution of this paper and future work are summarized
and suggested in Section VIII.

II. UUV SYSTEM
Considering the operational requirements of fish net-pen
visual inspection, a chosen UUVmust possess a high maneu-
verability to operate close to the fish net-pen and maneuver
smoothly to capture stable visual feedback along a desired
path in the presence of environmental disturbances. To do
so, an open-sourced UUV platform called BlueROV2 Heavy
Configuration as shown in FIGURE 1 to achieve 6 DoF was
chosen. It spans across 0.575m (width), 0.4571m (length)
and 0.2539m (height) and weighs about 11.5 kg in air with
ballast [37]. It is equipped with four vertical thrusters and
four horizontal thrusters. The maximum rated depth is 100m
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FIGURE 1. BlueROV2 heavy configuration. Front view (left) and Top view
(right).

FIGURE 2. System block diagram of BlueROV2 heavy configuration.

with an acrylic electronic enclosure tube and the default
BlueROV2 delivers a maximum surge speed of 1.5m/s.
A Blue Robotics 15.6Ah battery offers a normal use of
2 hours.

As shown in FIGURE 2 for the remote operation,
an operator controls BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration using
a joystick with the help of the visual feedback from low-light
HD USB camera (2MP, 1080 p). The operator’s commands
are, via Fathom-X Tether Interface Boards, transmitted to the
Navigator Flight Controller which consists of the Navigator
board and Raspberry Pi 4. The Navigator board contains
multiple modules essential for trajectory tracking control
including an onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU),
dual compasses, barometer (altitude sensor), pulse-width-
modulation (PWM) output channels for the thrusters and
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) [45].
For the control experiment in this simulated study, the

proposed controllers will execute commands on behalf of
the joystick using the ROS localization feedback in Gazebo
Physics Engine [46].

III. DYNAMIC MODELLING
To describe the dynamic model of the UUV, the North-
East-Down (NED) reference frame and the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME) nomenclature
as shown respectively in FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4 are
adopted [47], [48].

The x-y plane of North-East-Down (NED) frame {n} :

O, x̂, ŷ, ẑ is defined tangential to the surface of the earth, and
the x-axis and y-axis point towards the true North and East

FIGURE 3. BlueROV2 with SNAME nomenclature in NED reference frame.

FIGURE 4. SNAME nomenclature.

respectively. There is a coordinate frame attached to the UUV
called its body frame {b} : Ob, x̂b, ŷb, ẑb.
In the SNAME nomenclature, Surge, Sway and Heave

denote the terms for translational motions in x̂b, ŷb and ẑb
respectively, and Roll, Pitch and Yaw denote the terms for
rotational motions around x̂b, ŷb and ẑb respectively.

A. DYNAMIC MODEL
The 6 DoF nonlinear dynamic model of the UUV system
takes account of hydrodynamic forces (added mass and iner-
tia, Coriolis and damping effect), hydrostatic forces (grav-
itational forces, buoyancy, restoring forces and moments)
and underwater current effects as constant disturbance-
forces [47].

M ν̇ + (C(ν) + D(ν))ν + g(η) = τ (≜ BfT ) + τcurrent (1)

Indeed, Eqn. (1) is a compact representation of

(MR +MA)ν̇ + (CR(ν) + CA(ν) + DRl + DRq (ν))ν

+ g(η) = τ (≜ BfT ) + τcurrent (2)

The definitions of the terms of the dynamic model are
listed in TABLE 1. Other miscellaneous terms are listed in
TABLE 2 and the expressions of several key matrices in the
dynamic model are listed below [47]:

MR =

[
mI3×3 −m[rbG/b×]

m[rbG/b×] IG − m[rbG/b×]2

]
=

[
mI3×3 03×3
03×3 IG

]
(3)

where rbG/b = [0 0 0]T can be defined to simplify MR.
Similarly, the Coriolis-Centripetal acceleration matrix can be
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TABLE 1. Description of the dynamic model terms.

TABLE 2. Description of the miscellaneous terms.

simplied as

CR(ν) =

[
m[ν2×] −m[ν2×][rbG/b×]

m[rbG/b×][ν2×] −[((IG − m[rbG/b×]2)ν2)×]

]

=

[
m[ν2×] 03×3
03×3 −[(IGν2)×]

]
(4)

where ν2 = [p q r]T .
Note: for readability purpose, a vector A with respect to

(w.r.t) the inertial (or) NED frame {n} expressed in frame {b}
will be written as Ab instead of Ab/n.
The added mass is contributed by the accelerating

fluid medium around the accelerating UUV by exerting
state-dependent reaction in the opposite direction. In other
words, this state-dependent matrix must be accounted for by
adding it to the rigid body inertia matrix.

τ : R6
→ R6

MA =
∂τ

∂ν̇
∈ R6×6 (5)

Assumption 3.1: During the operation, BlueROV2 Heavy
Configuration has three planes of symmetry and was
completely submerged in the water and operated at low
speed.

With Assumption 3.1, the off-diagonal components of MA
are considered negligible,

MA = diag([Xu̇ Yv̇ Zẇ Kṗ Mq̇ Nṙ ]T ) (6)

In skew-symmetric form, the Coriolis-Centripetal matrix
due to the added mass is presented as

CA(ν) =

[
03×3 [(A11ν1 + A12ν2)×]

[(A11ν1 + A12ν2)×] [(A21ν1 + A22ν2)×]

]
(7)

where

MA =

[
A11 A12
A21 A22

]
, ν1 = [u v w]T , ν2 = [p q r]T (8)

In simplified form, it can be rewritten as

CA(ν) = −CT
A (ν)

=


0 0 0 0 Zẇw −Yv̇v
0 0 0 −Zẇw 0 Xu̇u
0 0 0 Yv̇v −Xu̇u 0
0 Zẇw −Yv̇v 0 Nṙr −Mq̇q

−Zẇw 0 Xu̇u −Nṙr 0 Kṗp
Yv̇v −Xu̇u 0 Mq̇q −Kṗp 0

 (9)

The damping due to the viscosity of the fluid medium can
be approximated by linear and quadratic terms:

DRl = diag([Xu Yv Zw Kp Mq Nr ]T )
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DRq (ν) = diag([Xu|u||u| Yv|v||v| Zw|w||w| Kp|p||p|

Mq|q||q| Nr|r||r|]T ) (10)

Subsequently, as BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration can be
approximately set to neutral buoyancy (e.g. W − B ≈

0 : approximately zero net force between the weight of
BlueROV2HeavyConfiguration and its buoyancy) and by the
open-loop inertial state of BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration
in Gazebo Physics Engine, rbB/b can be approximately set as
[0, 0, 0.02], the resulting restoring force and moment (due to
the gravitational force and buoyancy and their offsets from
{b}) vector can be simplified as follow.

g(η) = −

[
Rnb(η)

−1(f nG + f nB )
rbG/b × Rnb(η)

−1f nG + rbB/b × Rnb(η)
−1f nB

]

=



(W − B)sin(θ )
−(W − B)cos(θ)sin(φ)
−(W − B)cos(θ)cos(φ)

[−(yGW − yBB)cos(θ)cos(φ)
+(zGW − zBB)cos(θ)sin(φ)]

[(xGW − xBB)cos(θ )cos(φ)
+(zGW − zBB)sin(θ)]

[−(xGW − xBB)cos(θ)sin(φ)
−(yGW − yBB)sin(θ )]



=


0
0
0

−zBBcos(θ )sin(φ)
−zBBsin(θ )

0

 (11)

Given

Rnb(η)

= Rz,ψRy,θRx,φ

=

cos(ψ)cos(θ ) −sin(ψ)cos(φ) + cos(ψ)sin(θ)sin(φ)
sin(ψ)cos(θ) cos(ψ)cos(φ) + sin(ψ)sin(θ )sin(φ)

−sin(θ) cos(θ )sin(φ)

sin(ψ)sin(φ) + cos(ψ)sin(θ)cos(φ)
− cos(ψ)sin(φ) + sin(ψ)sin(θ)cos(φ)

cos(θ )cos(φ)

 (12)

The thruster control matrix (TCM) B is a constant matrix
based on the configuration of the thrusters in the UUV body
frame {b}. When the horizontal thrusters are positioned with
offsets in all axes from the UUV frame {b}, all terms in roll
and pitch of B : fT → τ are non-zero and c4i ≪ c4j, c5i ≪

c5j for i = {1, 2, 3, 4}, j = {5, 6, 7, 8}. For instance, for
BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration,

B =


c11 c12 c13 c14 0 0 0 0
c21 c22 c23 c24 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 c35 c36 c37 c38
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46 c47 c48
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56 c57 c58
c61 c62 c63 c64 0 0 0 0

 (13)

FIGURE 5. Relationship between thrust force and squared angular
velocity of T200 thruster.

As B is a non-invertible matrix, the Moore-Penrose
Pseudoinverse can be applied to get its inverse,

B−1
≈ B† = BT (BBT )−1 (14)

which can be used to derive fT from τ ,

fT = B†τ (15)

TCM matrix B only maps the configurations of the
thrusters’ pose to generate a wrench in the UUV frame
{b}. However, it is necessary to consider the BlueROV2
thruster (T200 model) mapping between the thrust force [N]
and squared angular velocity [ rad

2

s2
]. This mapping can be

described as T = Ct |�|� which was mentioned as ‘‘basic
conversion function’’ in the UUV simulator ROS project, but
in contrast, the plot of the function suggested T = Ct� [43],
[49], [50]. Therefore, using the publicly released thruster
data from BlueROV2 [51], the actual mapping was plotted
as shown in FIGURE 5, generating

fTi = Ti = 0.0003|�i|�i + 2.1064 (16)

After identifying Ct = 0.0003, each component of fT from
Eqn. (15) can be mapped to each thruster’s angular velocity
by

�i = sgn(fTi )
√
(|fT ,i| − 2.1064)/Ct (17)

where i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and |fTi | = |Ti| ≥ 2.1064
The time constant (0.0112 s) of the first-order model

of the T200 thruster is decided via the MATLAB system
identification app [52].
Lastly, τcurrent can be applied as a wrench disturbance input

in the Gazebo Physics Engine.

τcurrent =


fxdisturb
fydisturb
fzdisturb
mxdisturb
mydisturb
mzdisturb

 (18)

Although τcurrent seems easy to be added as a disturbance,
measuring the underwater current is more feasible in the
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actual deployment. Therefore, in Section: VI, the underwater
current velocity will be taken as the disturbance instead of
τcurrent .
System parameter (e.g., added mass, linear and quadratic

damping) estimations are referred from the experiments on
BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration and listed in TABLE 3 [53].
As the values of linear and quadratic damping coefficients
for roll, pitch and yawmake BlueROV2Heavy Configuration
open-loop-unstable in Gazebo Physics Engine, those param-
eter values are readjusted until the system is approximately
open-loop-stable in the Gazebo Physics Engine around the
operating speed of 0.28m/s.

TABLE 3. System parameters of BlueROV2 heavy configuration.

IV. FORMULATION OF VISUAL INSPECTION TASK
SCENARIO
To be as realistic and practical as the actual deployment
of UUVs in offshore aquaculture, it is imperative to gather
as many available parameters as possible for the farm
and physical constraints. In this simulation study, the
Blue Endeavour site by the New Zealand King Salmon
company will be conceptualized as the visual inspection
task scenario [56]. It is located 5 kilometres due north of
Cape Lambert, in northern Marlborough. The proposed Blue
Endeavour site consists of two blocks, each comprising two
by five circular floating flexible fish net-pens. The main
specifications of the site and the inspection task are listed in
TABLE 4.

It is assumed that the UUV follows a helical trajectory
about 4m away from the fish net-pen. Upon completing the
task, the UUV returns to the docking station in the shortest
path. The visual inspection task will be conducted only at
each fish net-pen out of ten at one time. The mean underwater
current speed is within 0.5m/s below 10m depth and the
surface mean current speed can reach up to 0.9 m/s [55, p.16].
As shown in TABLE 4, a UUV for the visual inspection

in the Blue Endeavour site needs to generate a minimum
surge, sway and heave velocity of 0.768m/s and operate
continuously for at least two hours.

A. VISUAL INSPECTION TRAJECTORY
The visual inspection process is indeed a visual full-area
coverage problem which can be explained as shown in

FIGURE 6. The viewable frame defined by width W
and height H at a certain distance dgap will overlap the
consecutive camera frame which subsequently must overlap
the following camera frame when BlueROV2 Heavy Con-
figuration reaches 2nd helical turn. In fact, the overlapping
height HO and the viewable frame height H will determine
the helical pitch p.

Using the horizontal field of view (HFOV) β and vertical
FOV (VFOV) α, widthW and height H can be calculated.

H = 2dgap tan (α/2)

W = 2dgap tan (β/2) (22)

The required pitch p can be calculated using H and HO

p = H − HO (23)

Upon identifying pitch p, dtravel from TABLE 4 can be
calculated, and with the user input of the allowable inspection
time t , the ideal average velocity to complete the task va
can be computed. Finally, the resulting v can be validated
whether it is lower than the operating velocity of BlueROV2
Heavy Configuration ensuring that the UUV has the capacity
to follow the trajectory and complete fish net-pen visual
inspection in the specified duration.

For instance, β is 80 deg for BlueROV2’s Low-Light HD
USB camera resulting W = 6.71m. H = 3.77m can be
determined by the aspect ratio (1920 × 1080 2MP 16:9).
By setting HO = 2.27m, the helical pitch p is resulted as
1.5m. For the 15m depth fish net-pen and in consideration
of 2 h (120min), TABLE 4 provides detailed calculation and
without average underwater current, the minimum required
velocity to complete the task can be evaluated as 0.268m/s.
Remark 4.1: A 4 DoF (surge, sway, heave, and yaw)

helical trajectory is generated for 6 DoF BlueROV2 Heavy
Configuration to perform fish net-pen visual inspection.

V. TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROLLER
Prior to the development of the controller, several additional
terms as shown in TABLE 5, are defined for the space
transformation between frame {n} and frame {b}.

The transformation matrix Jnb (η), to map the velocity from
frame {b} to frame {n} is defined:

η̇ = Jnb (η)ν (24)

where

Jnb (η) =

[
Rnb(η) 03×3
03×3 T nb (η)

]
,

Jbn (η) =

[
Rnb(η)

−1 03×3
03×3 T nb (η)

−1

]
(25)

and

T nb (η) =

1 sin(φ)tan(θ) cos(φ)tan(θ)
0 cos(φ) −sin(φ)
0 sin(φ)/cos(θ ) cos(φ)/cos(θ )

 , θ ̸= ±
π

2

(26)
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TABLE 4. Specifications of Blue Endeavour site by the New Zealand King Salmon company.

FIGURE 6. (Left) Illustration of camera parameters. (Right) Visual full-area coverage
problem.

T bn (η) = T nb (η)
−1

=

1 0 −sin(θ)
0 cos(φ) sin(φ)cos(θ)
0 −sin(φ) cos(φ)cos(θ)

 (27)

Compensated-PD, Compensated-PID and CTC/IDC con-
trol schemes can be applied to achieve trajectory tracking by
the UUV. Here the terms for compensation are restoring force
and moment to be more precise and concrete.

A. GAIN TUNINGS FOR COMPENSATED-PD AND
COMPENSATED-PID
In the UUV’s trajectory tracking controller for Compensated-
PD and Compensated-PID, τ in Eqn. (1) can be injected as
[47, p. 375]

τ = g(η) + Jbn (η)τPID (28)

where

τPID = Kpe+ Ki

∫ t

0
e dt + Kd ė

(29)

For PID gain tunings on Compensated-PD and Compensated-
PID, it is on a trial and error basis.
Remark 5.1: As shown in Eqn. (28), when the error

approaches zero or becomes zeros, the UUV’s motion
attenuates. g(η) from Eqn. (11) clearly indicates that it has
no effects on surge, sway and heave but only on roll, pitch
and yaw.
Remark 5.2: As eight thrusters maneuver a 6-DoF UUV,

gains are not independent across surge, sway, heave, roll,
pitch and yaw. Specifically, surge, sway and yaw are
dependent. Similarly, roll, pitch and heave are dependent.

B. GAIN TUNINGS FOR CTC/IDC
Define the tracking acceleration error:

ë ≜ ¨̃η = η̈d − η̈ (30)

By the use of Jbn (η), Eqn. (30) becomes

Jbn (η) ¨̃η = Jbn (η)η̈d − Jbn (η)η̈ (31)
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TABLE 5. Additional terms to describe error in different frames.

Computed torque is designed in the form of

τ = M (Jbn (η)η̈d − fF ) + (C(ν) + D(ν))ν + g(η) (32)

where fF is the feedback control loop.
Remark 5.3: As shown in Eqn. (32), unless the term:

M (Jbn (η)η̈d − fF ) overwhelmingly dominates in τ , there is an
effect of the UUV’s dynamics on the control.
Substituting Eqn. (32) in Eqn. (1), we have

M ν̇ + (C(ν) + D(ν))ν + g(η)

= M (Jbn (η)η̈d − fF ) + (C(ν) + D(ν))ν + g(η)

ν̇ = Jbn (η)η̈d − fF
fF = Jbn (η)(η̈d − η̈) = Jbn (η)ë

(33)

Now, we can design fF such that the tracking error
converges to zero by choosing

fF = −Jbn (η)τPID (34)

Therefore, Eqn. (33) becomes

−Jbn (η)τPID = Jbn (η)ë
...
e + Kd ë+ Kpė+ Kie = 0 (35)

As the error dynamics of CTC/IDC is a third-order system,
its characteristic equation (CE) can be expressed as the
product of the CE of a second-order system determined
by two dominant poles and the CE of a first order system
[57, Chapter 11.2], [58, p. 618],

s3 + Kd s2 + Kps+ Ki = (s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2
n)(s+ s0)

= s3 + (2ζωn + s0)s2+

+ (2ζωns0 + ω2
n)s+ ω2

ns0 (36)

where ζ and ωn are the damping ratio and natural frequency
of the second order system, −s0 is the pole of the first-order
system.

Using the pole placement technique for a second-order
system, the control gains are given by

Kp = 2ζωns0 + ω2
n (37)

Ki = ω2
ns0 (38)

Kd = 2ζωn + s0 (39)

By analyzing through Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion,
it is obvious that the tracking error converges to zero
asymptotically when Kp > 0, Kd > 0, Ki > 0 and
KpKd > Ki.

Although the nonlinear terms are canceled out in
CTC/IDC, it is worth noting that Remark 5.2 is still applicable
as thrusts of eight thrusters are mapped via B† using the
controller output τ according to Eqn. (15). In other words, all
DoF in τ are uncoupled, but the resulting thrusts of horizontal
thrusters are coupled among surge, sway and yaw and those
of vertical thrusters are coupled among roll, pitch and heave.
Remark 5.4: Kp always results in a steady-state error.

Introducing Ki to the controller minimizes/ eliminates
the steady-state error, but a large Ki makes the system
response oscillatory. Kd improves the closed-loop stability by
increasing damping but has opposite effects with a large Kd
[59, Chapter 3.3].
Remark 5.5: The selection of ζ , ωn and s0 are crucial for

the weight of the term M (Jbn (η)η̈d − fF ) in τ . As mentioned
in Remark 5.3, it will also affect the role of the UUV dynamic
model in the control. In this work, CTC/IDC will be designed
to keep the effect of the UUV dynamic model as a unique
feature in contrast to Compensated-PID.

C. ANTI-WINDUP ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRATOR
It is observed that large errors due to the system dynamics
in CTC/IDC are accumulated through the integrator in the
controller,

Ij = Ki

∫ t

0
ej dt (40)

where ej and Ij are the tracking error and the integral term
respectively corresponding to the jth element of τ , and Ki
is the integral control gain. In the worst case, it makes
the control input τ saturated and less effective to elimi-
nate tracking errors (especially rotational tracking errors)
[59, p. 80].

Therefore, it is adjusted through the following anti-windup
mechanism,

Ij =


sgn(Ij)Lj if Ij > Lj
Ij if Ij < Lj
0 if |ej| < ϵ

(41)

where j = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Lj and ϵ are the anti-windup limits
tabulated in TABLE 6. They are decided from the empirical
results.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATION STUDY
To observe the physics effects, Gazebo was integrated
with ROS such that the controller outputs from ROS drive
BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration in Gazebo from which
odometry data is published to ROS.
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TABLE 6. Anti-windup limits.

FIGURE 7. Simplified block diagram of ROS-Gazebo communication.

FIGURE 7 shows the simplified block diagram of the
communications among the components of ROS and Gazebo,
and the detailed explanations are reported in [44]. Gazebo
plugins in ROS create hydrodynamic & hydrostatic effects
from TABLE 3, thrusts & angular velocities of T200 thrusters
from Eqn. (15) and Eqn. (17) respectively and underwater
current disturbances from TABLE 9. Moreover, it publishes
the odometry data of BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration via
navigation message in ROS. The proposed ROS controllers
use the odometry data and reference trajectory as the
inputs and generate the forces and moments as the outputs.
Robot State Publisher broadcasts the 3D poses of the
frames in BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration to TF which is a
ROS package, carrying out coordinate frame transformation.
Therefore, via TF, coordinate frame transformations among
multiple different frames with timestamps are accessible
in ROS as long as those frames are under the ROS TF
frame tree [60]. All these frame transformations, reference
trajectory, underwater current disturbance marker and camera
feedback can be visualized in the ROS visualization tool
called Rviz [61].

In addition to the BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration, other
objects such as the ocean floor and fish net-pen (treated as
a static object in this work) can be defined at the desired
location in Gazebo. Moreover, the collision feature can be
added to the fish net-pen if required and to minimize the
computation load, this feature is not used in this work.
According to the fish farm size as shown in TABLE 4,
Collada file formats are generated via Blender software and
imported in Gazebo as shown in FIGURE 8 [62]. Although
the suggested mesh size in the Blue Endeavour project is
35mm, generating thousands of such a small mesh size is
computationally intensive and thus, the fish net-pen was
modeled with 100mm mesh size as shown in FIGURE 9.

A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: BLUEROV2 HEAVY
CONFIGURATION
It is important to set the simulation parameters as close to
the value experimentally evaluated to minimize any potential

FIGURE 8. Isometric view of Blue Endeavour fish farm (Artist impression).

FIGURE 9. Side view of Blue Endeavour fish farm (Artist impression).

discrepancy. A rotor constant of 0.0003, experimentally
identified parameter as shown in Eqn. (16) and a maximum
thrust limit of 45.67N—the average value betweenmaximum
forward and reverse thrust—are determined from the publicly
available dataset of T200 thruster used in BlueROV2 Heavy
Configuration [51]. For BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration
with horizontal thrusters in the 45 degree vectored formation,
the maximum control thrust is 88.25N for surge, sway, and
is 137N for heave [37]. Using Eqn. (15) with a surge force of
88.25N, the maximum rated thrust of 31.25N for the T200
thruster is derived. Note: to avoid representation singularity,
Euler angles are transformed into quaternion for the actual
implementation in ROS.

B. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: CONTROLLER
It is important to know the control saturation of each DoF
of the UUV so that the controller outputs can be constrained
properly. One quick way to find it for each DoF is to activate
the respective thruster at its maximum rated thrust of 31.25N
at the correct thrust direction from

τ = BfT (42)

The resulting control saturation values (Sci ) are reported
in TABLE 7 where i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. These control
saturation values are imposed on the controller outputs τ =

[X ,Y ,Z ,K ,M ,N ]T .

−Sci ≤ τi ≤ Sci (43)
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which makes each T200 thruster output be constrained by its
maximum rated thrust of 31.25N.

−31.25N ≤ fTi ≤ 31.25N (44)

The next step is to detail the selection of ζ , ωn and s0.
For CTC/IDC gain tunings, to minimize oscillations at the
expense of a slow response for safety purpose [41], [63], one
possible choice for a particular DoF of CTC/IDC is

ζ = 1.1

Using the chosen ζ with the additional choice of s0,
Eqn. (37) to (39) can be computed for a particular DoF of
CTC/IDC as long as the CE of the second-order system has
two dominant poles.

−s0 ≪ −ζωn ± ωn

√
ζ 2 − 1 (45)

s0 ≫ ζωn ∓ ωn

√
ζ 2 − 1 (46)

In addition to this first condition, to fulfill Remark 6.2, there
are two more conditions.

The second condition is
Kd
Ki

=
k + s0
ω2
ns0

> 1 → s0 >
−k

1 − ω2
n

(47)

However,

s0 > 0 → s0 >
k

1 − ω2
n

(48)

ωn < 1 (49)

The third condition is

Kp
Kd

=
ks0 + ω2

n

k + s0
> 1 → s0 >

k − ω2
n

k − 1
(50)

s0 > 0 →
1
2ζ

< ωn < 2ζ (51)

where k = 2ζωn. Among three conditions on s0 resulting
from Eqn. (46), Eqn.(48) and Eqn. (50), the strict condition
is the first one and the remaining s0 conditions are relatively
flexible.

For instance, using the chosen ζ andωn = 0.5 and to fulfill
all three s0 conditions,

s0 > 8.5

However, s0 of 8.5 will result in very large PID gains for
CTC/IDC and thus, CTC/IDC controller output along with
the canceling nonlinear terms in CTC/IDC will approach to
control saturation values reported in TABLE 7.
Therefore, complying with the first s0 condition and

relaxing on the last condition, select

s0 = 1.5

Remark 6.1: The selection of ζ , ωn and s0 is not unique.
However, the selection should adhere to the conditions
mentioned above.

Remark 6.2: Generally, PID gains, in this work, will be
set such that Kp is larger than Kd and Kd is larger than Ki
unless specified due to the behaviours of PID mentioned in
Remark 5.4.

So far, the selection of ζ , ωn and s0 of a particular
DoF of CTC/IDC has been presented. The next step is how
to decide those parameters for the remaining DoFs. The
proposed method is to utilize properties of the UUV dynamic
model because of the physical coupling of eight thrusters as
mentioned in Remark 5.2. Among the UUV parameters as
shown in TABLE 3, the quadratic damping coefficients are
relatively higher than other parameters and thus, potentially
the ratios of those coefficients can provide the weighted
values for ζ and ωn and s0 of each DoF.

By taking the surge motion as the baseline and using the
previously chosen ζ , ωn and s0,

ζx = ζ

ωnx = ωn

s0x = s0

Using the ratio of quadratic damping coefficients, the
parameters for sway can be decided by

ζy =
Yv|v|
Xu|u|

ζx (52)

ωny =
Xu|u|
Yv|v|

ωnx (53)

s0y =
Yv|v|
Xu|u|

s0x (54)

Similarly, the parameters of the remaining DoF can be
decided with the respective quadratic damping coefficients.
The DoF subscripts (e.g., x, y) of ζ andωn and s0 are removed
in TABLE 8.
Remark 6.3: The tuning method only provides a general

guideline, but readjusting gain values is required according
to the experimental results. For instance, Kp and Ki for roll,
pitch and yaw of CTC/IDC are further fine-tuned as the UUV
has oscillations using the default tuned values.

Other critical controller parameters such as anti-windup
limits, control saturation values and the control gains
and tuning parameters for Compensated-PD, Compensated-
PID and CTC/IDC are tabulated from TABLEs 6 to 8
respectively.

C. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: INITIAL POSITION OF THE
UUV
As the inertial frame or a global reference frame, frame {n} is
defined at the center of the fish net-pen at the ocean surface.
Subsequently, BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration is initially
put in frame {n} at x = 30.75m—considering the 4m gap
between the UUV and fish net-pen, y = 0m, z = 0m and
ψ = π rad so that it faces tangential to the circumference of
the fish net-pen.
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TABLE 7. Control saturation values.

TABLE 8. Control gains and tuning parameters for the controllers.

FIGURE 10. ROS simulation launch procedure.

D. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: TRAJECTORY
Afterward, the 4 DoF (surge, sway, heave and yaw) helical
trajectory is initiated at the same starting point as the UUV
with number of waypoints: wp = 4000 points, number of
turns: n = 10, depth: h = 15m, allowable inspection time:
t = 2 h, maximum forward speed of 0.28m/s, and heading
angle offset of π/2 rad.

E. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: UNDERWATER CURRENT
DISTURBANCES
Assumption 6.1: As the fish net-pen is relatively very small

in the vast ocean surface, the current disturbance is assumed
to be an irrotational constant flow.
As mentioned in TABLE 4, the average underwater current
speed is 0.5m/s and the mean current speed can reach
up to 0.9m/s. In this work, three different scenarios of
disturbances will be experimented as shown in TABLE 9. The
underwater current is constantly flowing in the direction of
the x-axis of the frame {n} throughout the whole experiment.
In other words, BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration experiences
the current disturbance at all times.

The aforementioned simulation parameters are set up for
each controller and the ROS simulation launch procedure
is provided in FIGURE 10. Approximately a 2-hour long
simulation video for each controller is recorded with, live-
plotting of error: e, ė as defined in TABLE 5, fT and τ along

with Rviz visualization widget (displaying camera-view of
the UUV, the helical trajectory, and reference frames) and
Gazebo (displaying the fish net-pen and the UUV). Note:
orientation error in quaternion is converted to Euler angles
for ease of visualization in live-plotting.

VII. HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
In this section, the discussion will be targeted to the
comparative performance of CTC/IDC, Compensated-PID
and Compensated-PD in terms of trajectory tracking, overall
performance and finally advantages and drawbacks of
CTC/IDC. All three controllers were tested in three current
disturbance scenarios as shown in TABLE 9. However, the
discussion will highlight the current disturbance scenario
of 0.5m/s and 0.9m/s as that of 0.0m/s is too idealistic
in the physical world. For the quantitative analysis, the
numerical results such as root-mean-squared-error (RMSE),
mean-absolute-error (MAE) and root-sum-squared (RSS)
were reported.

RMSE =

√
6N
i=0e

2
i

N
(55)

MAE =
6N
i=0|ei|

N
(56)

RSS =

√
6N
i=0e

2
i (57)

where ei refer to both e and ė. In addition, histogram &
normal distribution fitting, bar charts and plots were utilized
to portray the results graphically.

The simulation videos are available at this hyper link. All
tracking error plots with respect to time show the excitation
of the signals at a different time as it takes a slightly
different duration of time to load the Gazebo Physics Engine
with large files such as the fish net-pen at each simulation.
Therefore, only after the Gazebo’s loading is finished, the
helical trajectory is generated.
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TABLE 9. Current disturbance scenarios.

TABLE 10. Trajectory Tracking — root-mean-square-error (RMSE), mean-absolute-error (MAE) and root-sum-squared (RSS).

TABLE 11. Trajectory Tracking — pose mean-absolute-error (MAE) ratio-comparison across CTC/IDC, Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in
simulated underwater current disturbances. Note: CTC/IDC is taken as the baseline for comparison in each disturbance scenario.

A. TRAJECTORY TRACKING
Under trajectory tracking, two categories will be discussed:
pose tracking and thrust required to execute those tracking
motions. The comparison metrics of RMSE, MAE and RSS
related to trajectory tracking are reported in TABLE 10.

Specifically, in this work, the MAE metric will facilitate
the numerical comparison, and its bar charts are plotted as
shown in FIGURE 11. For ease of comparison, the MAE
ratio comparison is summarized in TABLE 11. As pose
tracking is more crucial than twist tracking for the fish
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TABLE 12. Trajectory Tracking — thrust ratio-comparison across CTC/IDC, Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in simulated disturbances. Note:
CTC/IDC is taken as the baseline for comparison in each disturbance scenario. The actual values are illustrated in FIGURE 17.

FIGURE 11. Trajectory Tracking — pose mean-absolute-error (MAE) of CTC/IDC, Compesnated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in simulated
underwater-current disturbance(0.0m/s, 0.5m/s, 0.9m/s).

net-pen visual inspection, the discussion will only focus on
pose tracking although all tracking results including twist
tracking are reported in terms of RMSE, MAE and RSS as
shown in TABLE 10 for the purpose of cross-validation by
other researchers.

1) TRAJECTORY TRACKING — POSE TRACKING ERROR
As the UUV operates in a constrained operational environ-
ment, pose (position and orientation) tracking, especially
position tracking, plays a crucial role in avoiding any
damage to itself, the infrastructure, and the manpower
involved. On the other hand, orientation tracking is essential

to capture stable visual feedback for inspection purposes.
FIGURE 12 shows, in three dimensions, the position
tracking performance of CTC/IDC, Compensated-PID, and
Compensated-PD in three types of simulated underwater
current disturbances. In the graphical sense, it can be
observed that CTC/IDC outperforms others in position
tracking. From the proposed gain tuning methods, Ki gains
in CTC/IDC and Compensated-PID contribute to relatively
small steady-state error (except for ez of Compensated-PID
due to the relatively smaller Ki of ez, compared to that
of ex and ey) but result in higher oscillations whereas
Compensated-PD has relatively fewer oscillations with large
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FIGURE 12. Trajectory tracking comparison among CTC/IDC, Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in simulated underwater current
disturbances. Disturbance: 0.0m/s (Left), Disturbance: 0.5m/s (Middle), Disturbance: 0.9m/s (Right).

steady-state error. Kp and Kd gains of Compensated-PD and
Compensated-PID are at least 2.5 times larger than those
of CTC/IDC for position tracking. For the compensated
controllers, Kd gains are slightly smaller than Kp gains,
whereas for CTC/IDC, Kd gains are slightly larger than Kp.
Having those large Kd gains seems to have the opposite
effects instead of damping as mentioned in Remark 5.4.
Under all underwater current disturbance scenarios, these
behaviors can be observed consistently in FIGURE 13 and
FIGURE 14. On the other hand, it is important to note that
the sinusoidal-alike error plot in FIGURE 14 itself does not
represent the oscillatory behaviors mentioned above but the
high frequency on the sinusoidal-alike error indeed represents
the oscillatory behaviors.

One common phenomenon across all controllers is that
the position tracking performance deteriorates whenever
the UUV faces directly toward the underwater current
disturbance. This can be explained by Eqn. (13) which clearly
shows horizontal thrusters’ coupling in surge, sway and yaw
motions — four thrusters generate the motions of 3-DoF at

the same time and this behavior is previously highlighted in
Remark 5.2. As the trajectory is designed such that the UUV
faces tangential to the circumference of the fish net-pen, the
controllers mainly generate sway motion while the external
current disturbance attacks the surge direction of the UUV.

For the quantitative performance comparison, the numer-
ical MAE ratio comparison as shown in TABLE 11 taking
CTC/IDC as the baseline will be used. Under 0.5m/s
underwater current disturbance, the ex of Compensated-PID
and Compensated-PD are 5.75 and 17.6 times larger than
that of CTC/IDC, respectively. The ey of the compensated
controllers are 13.7 and 37 times larger than that of
CTC/IDC, respectively. In ez, the error difference is smaller
compared to ex and ey, and the compensated controllers yield
7.11 and 9.92 times larger errors than CTC/IDC, respectively.
A similar pattern is observed under 0.9m/s underwater
current disturbance. In the physical sense for the worst-
case scenario, the largest value of Compensated-PD’s ex
is around 7m and this frequent large error indicates that
BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration has physical interactions
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FIGURE 13. Trajectory Tracking — position tracking error histogram and distribution. Disturbance: 0.0m/s (Left), Disturbance: 0.5m/s (Middle), Disturbance:
0.9m/s (Right).

with the infrastructure multiple times. For ey, CTC/IDC’s
error is close to zero at all times except for the large error
of around 3m at the start. Both compensated controllers’
errors are around 1.5m to 2m frequently. For ez, the errors
of compensated controllers vary around 1m and the largest
error of Compensated-PID can reach up to 3m.

FIGURE 15 and 16 show the orientation tracking errors
of the controllers under three underwater current disturbance
scenarios. Although CTC/IDC outperforms compensated
controllers in position tracking, its orientation tracking is
inferior to the compensated controllers. The most interesting
result is that under no underwater current disturbance,
the orientation tracking performance of Compensated-PD
is the best, but its performance deteriorates under under-
water current disturbance. Therefore, the ideal scenario
where the experiment is conducted without underwa-
ter current disturbance will convey absolutely misleading
results. Under underwater current disturbances, Compensate-
PID performs the best orientation tracking among all
controllers.

Kp and Kd gains of all controllers for roll, pitch and yaw
are larger than the linear counterparts except for z. However,
the default values from the gain tuning methods for CTC/IDC
result in large oscillations due to the relatively higherKd gains
as mentioned in Remark 5.4. Therefore, while keeping the
default Kd gains, Kp and Ki gains of CTC/IDC for roll, pitch
and yaw are increased. Although fine-tuning the gains for
CTC/IDC results in better orientation tracking performance,
its performance is still inferior to the compensated controller.
Nonetheless, the orientation tracking error difference among
controllers is not significant compared to the position track-
ing error. Under 0.5m/s underwater current disturbance, the
eφ of Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD are 0.32 and
0.59 times smaller than that of CTC/IDC, respectively. The
eθ of the compensated controllers are 0.47 and 0.74 times
smaller than that of CTC/IDC, respectively. Likewise, the
eψ of the compensated controllers are 0.5 and 0.8 times
smaller than that of CTC/IDC, respectively. A similar
pattern is observed across all three controllers under 0.9m/s
underwater current disturbance. In the physical sense, all
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FIGURE 14. Trajectory tracking — position tracking error comparison. Disturbance: 0.0m/s (Left), Disturbance: 0.5m/s (Middle), Disturbance: 0.9m/s (Right).

controllers’ orientation errors in roll, pitch and yaw are
as large as 175◦, 80◦ and 175◦ respectively. Regardless,
Compensated-PID’s error varies around those values less
frequently than others, achieving the best orientation tracking
performance.

One possible way to explain holistically why CTC/IDC has
a poor orientation tracking error is the use of model-based
control with parametric uncertainty and unmodelled dynam-
ics which are not canceled in CTC/IDC. Therefore, those
uncanceled terms in the highly nonlinear and coupled
moment equations (K ,M ,N ) make control gain tuning for
the orientation tracking more tedious than the position
tracking.
Remark 7.1: The error distribution is not Gaussian in the

statistical test using scipy.stats.normaltest which tests if the
data set differs from a normal distribution [64]. However,
in the graphical sense, most errors appear in the shape of a
normal distribution. Therefore, mean and standard deviation
of error distribution if necessary are reported for error
comparison across controllers.

Remark 7.2: As the error distribution is not Gaussian, the
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) metric alone may not be
sufficient for error comparison [65]. In addition, RMSE is
prone to outliers. Therefore, in addition to RMSE, mean-
absolute-error (MAE) and root-sum-squared (RSS) metrics
are reported for error comparison across controllers.
Remark 7.3: The histogram is normalized such that the

area under the histogram is 1.
Remark 7.4: This study simulates, validates, and com-

pares the performances of Compensated-PD, Compensated-
PID, and CTC/IDC. As presented in Section I, these con-
trollers are selected for their cost-effectiveness, practicality,
and widespread applications in academic and industrial
settings [27], [35]. While acknowledging the existence of
more advanced controllers suitable for application, simula-
tion, and validation using the proposed simulation platform,
the scope of this paper, along with its length constraints,
limits the in-depth exploration of these advanced controllers.
Indeed, this paper discusses a holistic analysis and synthesis
of a standard offshore aquaculture fish net-pen visual
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FIGURE 15. Trajectory tracking — orientation tracking error histogram and distribution. Disturbance: 0.0m/s (Left), Disturbance: 0.5m/s (Middle),
Disturbance: 0.9m/s (Right).

inspection using high-fidelity simulation. A separate paper
will be dedicated to addressing more advanced controllers.
Meanwhile, ongoing efforts involve the development and
experimental testing of more advanced controllers.

2) TRAJECTORY TRACKING — THRUST
After the analysis of pose tracking performance, it is
appropriate to evaluate the required/generated thrust to
execute the pose tracking motions. This is to cross-validate
if the better controller performance is achieved at the cost of
excessive thrust requirement— high power consumption. For
thrust analysis, FIGURE 17 shows each T200 thruster’s total
thrust for the controller under different underwater current
disturbances. Using those total thrust values, thrust ratio
comparison is generated for ease of comparison as shown in
TABLE 12. FIGURE 18 shows each T200 thruster’s thrust
histogram from which the maximum rated thrust constraint
of 31.25N according to Eqn (44) can be observed.
Under the underwater current disturbances, the total thrust

of each T200 thruster for CTC/IDC is generally smaller
than that of compensated controllers. To generalize this

statement by utilizing the benefit of the same unit (N), the
mean total thrust value for each controller under different
underwater current disturbances is calculated as shown in
TABLE 12. Under 0.5m/s underwater current disturbance,
Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD require 37% and
8%more thrust than CTC/IDC, respectively. Similarly, under
0.9m/s underwater current disturbance, Compensated-PID
andCompensated-PD require 47% and 18%more thrust than
CTC/IDC.
Remark 7.5: As the relationship between thrust and power

is nonlinear, the analysis in this work will be targeted to thrust
directly. The exploration on power and Energy consumption
of controllers will be future work.
Remark 7.6: As a T200 thruster generates both forward

(+) and reverse (−) thrust, the total thrust is calculated by
summing the absolute thrust value.

B. OVERALL PERFORMANCE
In terms of overall trajectory tracking, CTC/IDC offers the
best performance utilizing the minimum thrust under 0.5m/s
and 0.9m/s underwater current disturbances. For the pose
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FIGURE 16. Trajectory tracking — orientation tracking error comparison. Disturbance: 0.0m/s (Left), Disturbance: 0.5m/s (Middle), Disturbance: 0.9m/s
(Right).

tracking, the errors of Compensated-PID and Compensated-
PD are 5.75 - 24.3 times larger than CTC/IDC, whereas
their orientation tracking errors are 0.32 - 0.8 times smaller
than CTC/IDC. In the physical sense, Compensated-PID
and Compensated-PD’s ex can reach up to 5m and 7m
respectively. This frequent large ex indicates that BlueROV2
Heavy Configuration has physical interactions with the
infrastructure multiple times, noting that the designated gap
between the UUV and fish net-pen is 4m and the gap between
the sinker tube cable and the UUV is approximately about
2m. On the other hand, the orientation tracking error of
all controllers can reach up to 175◦ and Compensated-PID
has the least frequency to have that error value. In addition,
Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD require 37-47 %
and 8-18 % more thrust than CTC/IDC, respectively.
Therefore, CTC/IDC outperforms Compensated-PID and
Compensated-PD and, to a greater extent, with the improve-
ment in the orientation tracking if achieved.

For fish net-pen visual inspection in a constrained envi-
ronment, controllers’ performance on minimum trajectory

tracking error is desired to avoid damage to the fish net-pen
and itself. In fact, pose tracking plays a relativelymore crucial
role than twist tracking. For the visual inspection, a stable
visual feedback from a desired pose is essential, whereas
the motion along a desired twist is preferable. To fulfill this
objective, CTC/IDC has the potential to perform significantly
better due to the model-based approach for the field trial with
environmental disturbance. On the other hand, Compensated-
PID and Compensated-PD could potentially result in physical
interaction with the infrastructure according to the simulation
results under 0.5m/s and 0.9m/s underwater current distur-
bances.

C. ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS OF CTC/IDC
As CTC/IDC is a model-based control, advantages and
drawbacks result from the dynamic model. That is the reason
why a dedicated section on dynamic modelling, Section: III
is detailed with theoretical and practical concerns.

As the advantages, four points will be discussed: well-
predicted/bounded controller output, the resulting minimum
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FIGURE 17. Trajectory tracking — thrust comparison of CTC/IDC, Compesnated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in simulated underwater-current
disturbance(0.0m/s, 0.5m/s, 0.9m/s).

thrust output, disturbance rejection and degree of freedom in
the balance between PID and dynamic model. Firstly, as the
nonlinear terms are updated at run-time and PID gains are
chosen by the control designers, the controller output is well-
predicted/bounded as long as PID gains are not dominant
over nonlinear terms. Secondly, CTC/IDC generates only
the required control authority governed by the dynamic
model, and thus, the generated thrust is minimal compared

to model-free control. Thirdly, the effects (e.g., additional
velocity) of disturbance (e.g., underwater current) on the
system are reflected in the nonlinear terms, which are the
canceling terms and the resulting errors are also reflected
in PID part of CTC/IDC. By those means, CTC/IDC can
handle disturbance rejection well compared to model-free
control. Finally, CTC/IDC offers the control designer the
freedom to set the balance between PID and dynamic model.
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FIGURE 18. Trajectory Tracking — thrust histogram and distribution of CTC/IDC, Compesnated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in simulated
underwater-current disturbance(0.0m/s, 0.5m/s, 0.9m/s).
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FIGURE 18. (Continued.) Trajectory Tracking — thrust histogram and distribution of CTC/IDC, Compesnated-PID and Compensated-PD tested in simulated
underwater-current disturbance(0.0m/s, 0.5m/s, 0.9m/s).

Certainly, setting all high PID gains defeats the purpose.
Thus, one possible scenario is setting high PID gains only
over highly nonlinear and coupled parts of the dynamicmodel
and keeping the nature of the remaining nonlinear terms.

On the other hand, CTC/IDC attracts drawbacks due
to its dynamic model, namely parametric uncertainty and
unmodelled dynamics. Firstly, parametric uncertainty is a
crucial matter, and as mentioned in the dynamic modeling
section, most of the nonlinear coefficients are approximated
by the empirical study in Gazebo or referred from the
existing literature, which suggests different values among
different literature. Secondly, there are certainly unmod-
elled dynamics in the model-based approach, as the first
principle equations cannot describe all dynamics exhibited
in nature. For instance, only up to quadratic damping
coefficients are utilized in this work, and higher terms are
neglected.

Therefore, there needs to be a proper experimental study
to determine the suitability of CTC/IDC. The more system
parameters are available and reflected in the dynamic model,

the better CTC/IDC’s performance can be formulated and
designed.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, high-fidelity experimental simulation studies of
UUV such as BlueROV2HeavyConfiguration to be deployed
in fish net-pen visual inspection in offshore aquaculture were
conducted under 0.0m/s, 0.5m/s and 0.9m/s underwater
current disturbances. A standard task scenario of an offshore
aquaculture fish net-pen visual inspection was discussed
in detail, and three controllers, namely Compensated-PD,
Compensated-PID and CTC/IDC schemes, were imple-
mented on 6 DoF BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration to track
a 4 DoF helical trajectory. The task scenario was formulated
based on the Blue Endeavour project of the New Zealand
King Salmon Company located 5 kilometers due north of
Cape Lambert, in northern Marlborough in consideration
of many available and physically quantifiable parameters
of the fish farm and BlueROV2 Heavy Configuration.
While utilizing the minimum thrust, CTC/IDC outperforms
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Compensated-PID and Compensated-PD in overall trajectory
tracking under different underwater current disturbances.
Future works will cover more advanced controllers focusing
on the energy-optimal control schemes, related stability and
robustness analysis on linear and nonlinear UUV models.
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